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Lyly Pad

Lyly Pad is a player character played by Speeder01.

Lyly Pad

Species & Gender: Kudhacari Female
Date of Birth: YE 18
Organization: Independent
Occupation: Space miner/Free lancer
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Lyly Pad
Rank: [N/A]

Current Placement: ISS Dig-It

Preferred Plots:

ISS dig-it1.
Any Independent Plot2.

Physical Description

Lyly stands at four feet and five inches tall humanoid alien, clearly on the shorter end of the scale for
Kudhacari. She has largely pale, spotless skin, big pale blue eyes, and radiant gold, nearly reflective
scales along her head and tail, in place of what would be hair in most humanoid species. Her tail is,
proportionally speaking, longer than the average Kudhacari, where as the average would only reach their
naval if it went between their legs, hers can very nearly reach her chest. Her broad leaf-like ears are
hidden under her scale-hair. She has sharp digging claws on her hands and feet. She has blond light
blonde eyebrows, and similarly colored tufts of hair on her ears protecting the inner ear from anything
that would get past her scales hanging over this. Aside form this, she is entirely hairless on the rest of
her body. She has an eight inch long tongue, and sticky sugary saliva.

Personality

Lyly was always a rather distant person, just in general. She can form strong, lasting bonds with people
after an appropriately lengthy period of getting to know them, but for the most part she is extremely
picky, and doesn't like many people. She much prefers to spend her time in solitude when a true friend
isn't within easy contact distance. She strongly enjoys truly amazing scenery like the endless depths of
space, beautiful natural landscapes, and the like.

History

Lyly Pad was born in YE 18. She was always a bit of an odd, lonely duck as far as Kudhacari went. Her
early years were unfortunately her most social. She had originally been with her family of birth, but due
to a great many complications like accidents, family members moving away, and more led to the group
essentially dissolving. In the end she was left alone without family, and sent off to live with a family
group nearly halfway across the world.

She found it extremely difficult to connect with her new family, and connecting with the others around
her proved to be an even greater challenge, they often had their own established social circles or she
didn't like them. To her own family she was practically invisible, only occasionally did they remember she
was there despite her dazzling reflective scales and tend to her basic needs. As time went on one might
say this became a real problem with her development, as she often secluded herself in studies, single
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person entertainment, and largely failed to improve social skills. On the other hand because of this she
learned to cook for herself, which was very nice.

Almost invisible to most, she found it quite the challenge to get anywhere in life without social
connections, a generally extremely important way to get ahead. Even with programming skills and
advanced mathematics she acquired from her time spent studying alone, she couldn't get much of
anywhere until she signed up for military training as a drone puppeteer. She proved to be a quick learner
in this regard, and her knowledge of programming really assisted this skill with her scripts to automate
certain aspects of controlling drones meant to be primarily, controlled manually.

Unfortunately her lack of social skills and her difficulty in connecting to her fellow Kudhacari proved once
again to be a problem, she was terrible at working in groups and was eventually deemed unfit for duty
because of these 'behavior issues' even with her apparent skill. But she had already received the training
and they needed to do something with her. Rather than leave a semi trained, talented potential soldier
without a job, it was eventually decided she'd be apart of an asteroid mining operation with her drone
controlling skills. It was there she was trained in the art of moving in zero gravity effectively, demolitions
and mining.

Social Connections

Lyly Pad is connected to:

Skills Learned

Communications

proficient in Kudhacari languages
proficient in effective radio communication

Physical

Highly skilled in maneuvering in low to zero gravity
Has some acrobatic skills
Fairly flexible

Fighting

Knows how to operate several drones simultaneously, and effectively, in Kudhacari and lower
gravity, and how to maintain her drones in emergencies.
knows the basics of hand to hand
knows how to operate Kudhacari firearms, and how to maintain them
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Demolitions

proficient in mining operations requiring explosives, and mining in general. And Explosives.

Cooking

Can cook a mean dish of whatever pre-prepared meal you have in the back of the freezer,
assuming it hasn't molded severely. Then it turns into a salad.

Technology Operations

Proficient in Kudhacari operating systems, primarily those that deal with drone operations
Can craft custom scripts and rudimentary if X then Y AI for drones, this allows her to control a
greater number of drones, making her look a lot better at it than she actually is

Mathematics

Capable of advanced math, mostly when it involves trajectories, and force calculations for piloting
drones in space.
This skill in math often assists with her programming knowledge

Inventory & Finance

Lyly Pad has the following items:

One Styrling armor set set complete with the associated plating, very worn with one scorch mark
over the heart, and several oil stains.
One 10mm pistol with four extra full magazines, the safety had long since been jammed into the
'off' position. The grip also is quite worn, it has a black leather holster to be put away in.
One Origin Magic Hand with a cracked display.
One set of black underwear

OOC Information

OOC Notes

Not quite finished.In the case Speeder01 becomes inactive:

Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? YES
Can this character be adopted after I am gone for a year? YES
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Character Data
Character Name Lyly Pad
Character Owner Speeder01
Character Status Inactive Player Character
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